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The study deals more with the manifestations of eastern flows, especially those of the Yamna culture, in the autochthonous North Carpathian milieu. It explores the background of mobile, migration and invasive movements, and last but not least, social aspects of the trans-territorial contacts of different cultural worlds.
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Results of extensive archaeological research led by Slovak archaeologists in recent decades confirmed that the North Carpathian region was a real civilization crossroad of the European continent since the ancient times. In the heart of Europe (the Carpathian area; the wider territory of present-day Slovakia), various cultural influences met and intertwined, coming from closer or more distant regions, often also from the Balkan countries and the Middle East (since the emergence of agrarian civilization) and from distant Eurasian territories since the Stone Age (Bátora 2006; 2016; 2018; Bátor/a/ Marková/Vladár 2003; Lichardus/Vladár 1996; Vladár 1970; 1973a; 1979; 1982).

Thus, in the cultural history of European communities, the territory of the Northwest Inner Carpathians played a role of strategically important intercultural intersection – the civilization crossroad of Europe, where East-West and South-North cultural flows with different socio-economic or trans-territorial basis intertwined in varying degrees and intensity. The North-South flow can probably be associated with more commercial and economic activities of local residents and foreign merchants along the Amber Road, or also with the contacts with ancient Balkan populations of those times. In the East-West flow, however, in addition to the trade-exchange, the significantly more important role was played by migration processes along the steppe (Silk) road on the background of environmental changes. The both cultural vectors – the vertical and the horizontal one – were identified on a material or a mental platform here at different times and intensity.

Currently, the research of prehistoric movements is gaining ever more distinct contours in modern archaeological or interdisciplinary research. However, it seems that the deeper knowledge we have about ancient cultural interactions, also referred to by various terms such as migration, immigration, emigration, diffusion, import of thoughts, etc., the more complex the universe is. In the last two centuries, they have become a leading topic for several research schools, circles, or paradigms. Therefore, in general, in European archaeological research, mobility has become a subject of long-term interest, constantly stimulated by new knowledge, which of course also carries the necessary new ideas for exploring this complex prehistoric socio-phenomenon (Gerling et al. 2012; Gimbutas 2000; Grigoriev 2012; Hakenbeck 2008; Rassamakin 2013; Vladár/Wiedermann 2017, 2020).

However, in the course of thousands years of the Late Neolithic and Final Eneolithic, there are no significant migration processes observable in the Northwest Inner Carpathians. It is a period of stabilized structure of individual cultures, in which the appearance of foreign products indicates only their contacts with closer or more distant cultures, firstly with those in the Balkan region and at the end of the Late Neolithic with steppe Pontic and Eastern European cultural centres as well. This is particularly evidenced by the presence of foreign raw materials in areas where they do not occur at all (e.g. spondylus shells from the Eastern Mediterranean). The legitimate question is how they reached the North Carpathian territory (individual prospectors, distributors, specialists, or groups of foreign populations with a specific activity orientation).

It is certainly remarkable that as soon as at the beginning of the Eneolithie, the Volyn and Dniester flints or the horn from the Bug river basin were ‘traded’ in the milieu of Tiszaopolgár and Bodrogke-resztiır cultures and the Lažňany culture as well (Tibava, Veľké Raškovce, etc.; Wiedermann 1998). Ex oriente lux! Light from the East came to the Inner Carpathian region rather in the form of exchange contacts based on rare stone industry or raw ma-
For the sake of completeness, however, it should be added that the first ever trans-territorial exchange mobility in the above mentioned areas can be identified much earlier – in the Palaeolithic period already and early contacts with the south have been proven since the emergence of agrarian civilization (e.g. spondylus shells; Nitra, Štúrovo, Branč, etc.). Certainly it was not the time of interventions of invasive ethnic groups.

In the area of the Northwest Inner Carpathians, the early latent mobile manifestations are beginning to grow into apparently migratory movements in the Late Eneolithic period, and especially in the incipient Bronze Age. This is evidenced by increasingly frequent interventions from the Pontic areas. In the context of the then stabilized domestic cultural development, represented by the Baden culture, the migration waves appeared in the Late-Baden milieu, represented mainly by people of the Yamna culture (Vladár/Wiedermann 2020, 17). It was actually the era of early migration-immigration processes, announcing the end of the Late Eneolithic and the rise of the Bronze Age civilization.

Of course, the increasing appearance of foreign products cannot be described as a consequence of migration processes in the true sense of the word. The very conception of migration must therefore be seen – traditionally – as a mechanism of movement of individuals or groups in the geographical space and that of diffusion simply as a territorial dispersion of culture. Similarly, in the spirit of contemporary terminology, other concepts related to the
spatial mobility, such as emigration and immigration, are understood and applied in the European prehistory. However, we do not perceive the term migration/diffusion (hereafter referred to as migration) in the traditional cultural-historical model as a movement of whole cultures, ethnicities and, at the end of prehistoric times, the oldest nations, but rather as an eccentric movement/shift of different large groups from their original settlements. Based on archaeological sources we assume that the primary sporadic and small groups of steppe people from Eastern European territories with different material and spiritual culture did not pose a security threat to the local population. Attractiveness of a foreign culture bringing new artefacts, impulses and innovations could just inspire the local people and increase their interest in exchange as well as induce repeated waves of migrants.

We can assume, however, that the early mobility and later migration flows to the Inner Carpathian space in the Eneolithic and the Early Bronze Age, especially from the East, could also trigger the movements of local communities to some extent. Strontium analyses proved the existence of different rates of local movements in the Early Bronze Age on both sides of the North Carpathians. Increased level of human mobility, immigration from neighbouring territories in particular, was observed in the region of Silesia. A completely different example is the situation in central Nitra river basin in Jelšovce, where the local population showed only a moderate mobility within the region (Bátora 2000; Vandkilde et al. 2015, 23).

Perhaps we will not be far from reality reiterating that the first individual or group ethnic waves of people with a ‘wandering’ or trade-exchange code cannot be called migration. However, they were an overture to the much more turbulent trans-territorial movements later – eventually leading to the emergence of European oicumene of the Yamna culture people (Fig. 1). Its western border was the area of east Tisa river basin (Košice-Barca a. o.). This constantly multiplying migration of the Yamna people (from the North Pontic territory to the East Carpathian region) is well documented by numerous eastern attributes in the lower and upper Pontic lowlands as well as in the northeastern and southeastern territories of Poland (the East Slovakian Tumulus culture). This, of course, had to trigger ‘the emergence’ of a new security strategy of the autochthonous population at the turn of the Stone Age and the Early Bronze Age.

For the oldest evidence of migration processes bearing elements of mental or also physical integration of the new Yamna culture people into the autochthonous North Carpathian communities, we consider the presence of specific burial rite manifestations. It is not only the position of the deceased in graves (rhomboid or frog position of the lower limbs), but also the finds of stone cromlechs, originally perhaps with a mound embankment, or stone steles (Budinský-Krička 1967; Kalicz 1963; Novotná 1987; Wiedermann 2010a, 246; 2012, 499; Vladár 2014, 243). Thus, the database of findings contains varying levels of information not only about the individual North Carpathian populations, but also about the well-organized transcultural attributes applied in the local cultural world on the background of migration-invasive movements.

Thus, investigating the causes and consequences of interference of foreign group members in the domestic milieu, raw material resources and a closely related metallurgy of copper can be one of possible explanations for their presence. In rich mining districts of the Inner Carpathians, copper was very likely extracted directly from the surface at the beginning (Kvetík et al. 2015, 38). It was not only the domestic technological experience, but ‘the share’ of migratory flows from the East, whose populations had advanced metallurgical experience (imports of Caucasian origin at the end of the Eneolithic, or moulds proving the local production) cannot be excluded.

Undoubtedly of East European origin is also the use of ochre dye in graves of the Eneolithic period, but especially at the burial sites of Nitra culture in the Early Bronze Age (Šiška 1964, 340; Vladár 1973b, 126, 164, 189). In this context, the phenomenon of using the corded ornament on pottery of Eneolithic cultures at the end of the Stone Age should be pointed out (Wiedermann 2010b; 2019). Its East European origin cannot be doubted at all. This is also confirmed by the invasion of cultural groups at the end of the Eneolithic as well as by significant presence on pottery of the Košťany and Nitra cultures. It was just the Pontic area, where its ancient forms were explored and documented in their stratigraphy (Lagodov’ ka/Shaposnikova/Makarevich 1962, fig. 4–18).

In addition to the above-mentioned attributes, a stone stele revealed during the research of a fortified settlement of the Otomani culture in Spišský Štvrtok is also remarkable and unique in the North Carpathian milieu finding with a possible connection to the Eurasian steppe zone. The large undecorated sandstone block measuring 101 x 140 x 56 cm and lying just under the earth surface (during the excavations) is still an exceptional example throughout the whole territory of the Otomani culture.

The unique discovery of the massive sandstone stele in Spišský Štvrtok in the High Tatras region used to be put into connection with the Mediterranean area, where monumental steles with
Fig. 2. Branč. Grave 160. A unique female grave at the burial ground of the Nitra culture with a rich set of phytomorphic jewelry (after Vladár 1973b, 48, 49, pl. XIV; XIV). Reconstruction of the hairstyle, clothing and additional decoration based on dislocation of finds in the grave (reconstruction by E. Wiedermann).
relief decoration were used as gravestones in the shaft graves of the Mycenaean ancient aristocracy. One possible explanation of how this phenomenon appears in the Balkan cultural sphere is the migration of this element of advanced populations from the Pontic-Ural region and its translation into the ritual component of the forming Mycenaean civilization. It should also be noted that in his work Iliad, Homer already mentioned Achaeans coming to Greece from the north (Bartoněk 1976, 11).

Older than the ‘Mycenaean dating’ of the occurrence of stone steles in the Carpathians can be supported by the finding situation on some necropolises of the Otomani culture in the Spiš region (Vladár/Wiedermann 2020, 45). This phenomenon occurred here also in reduced or symbolic form. This is evidenced by findings at the already mentioned burial ground in Švábovce, where fleshy or sandstone miniature steles and travertine stones were found in some graves. A similar use of stones was confirmed at the burial ground of the Otomani culture in Smižany. Three heart-shaped travertine segments originating in Gánovce were revealed also in a sacrificial place inside the fortified settlement in Spišský Štvrtok. The origin of andesite columns used (secondarily?) for the fortification construction of the Maďarovce-North-Pannonian fortified settlement in Rybník is also noteworthy – especially in terms of using this universal phenomenon (Bátora 2015, 106, fig. 86).

Based on the results of new researches by Slovak archaeologists we can conclude that even before the Mycenaean culture had emerged at the turn of the 3rd and 2nd millennia BC, the cultural but maybe also the large-scale physical migration of eastern populations of the Sintašta-Arkaim cultural complex flew across the Pontic region up to the eastern Tisa river basin and at the final period of Otomani culture also to the territory of Northwest Inner Carpathians (Slovakia). This is also confirmed by surprising discoveries of prof. J. Bátora, who celebrates his personal jubilee, during the excavation of a fortified tell settlement of the Early Bronze Age in Vráble (Fidvár). The settlement of a circular ground plan comparable to settlements of the Sintašta culture in the South Ural region dates back to the earlier phase of the Unětice culture. Considering the chronology, it undoubtedly precedes the Mycenaean culture in Greece. This means that mobile groups of Pontic-Uralian elites led by experienced leaders could penetrate the Northwest Carpathians even before the Mycenaean culture was formed in the Peloponnese and central Greece also thanks to progressive technical innovations (wagon, harness, etc.). The motivation of migration as well as the reason for emergence of revolutionary pre-urban units of the Sintašta type in this part of Central Europe is still the open question.

The fortified settlement in Vráble-Fidvár also corrects the knowledge on the direction of cultural influences and contacts between the Central European region and especially the more remote cultural areas. The results of prof. J. Bátora in Vráble (Bátora 2013; 2015; Bátora et al. 2017) indicate that the population in that time was in contact with Eastern Europe and subsequently with the region of Eurasia and Eastern Mediterranean as soon as in the first third of the 2nd millennium BC (e.g. the amber of Baltic origin is also found in tombs of rulers of the Mycenaean culture). The discovery that the circular built-up area in Vráble dates back to the early phase of the Unětice culture in the Northwest Inner Carpathians significantly shifts the dating of this ‘city’ earlier than we have anticipated until recently (2000–1750 BC).

Again, also in this context, we repeatedly believe that the explanation may perhaps be sought in the occurrence of strategic mineral resources in known North Carpathian deposits as well as in the efforts to control and to play a decisive role in the distribution of local copper ore and products. Well-organized communities of metallic prospectors certainly had a significant impact on trade-exchange relationships. At the end of Eneolithic, this is evidenced mainly by imports from the Caucasus region and later also by domestic production (casting moulds). This important European mining and production area of that time was within reach of both the Amber and the steppe (Silk) road. The willow-leaf-shaped copper artefacts of eastern origin in the Nitra culture that were made of copper from local deposits (Fig. 2; Little Carpathian region, Špania Dolina) can be an example.

In the Eurasian-Carpathian context, we consider a legged round bowl from Vítkovce (Veliučik/Flavský 1983) to be a particularly remarkable artefact of the late Eneolithic development in the Spiš region. The bowl is unique by its inside decoration. We believe that the schematized branched out depiction can symbolize the Tree of Life. The Tree of Life (Arbor vitae) motif played an important role later in Babylonian, Assyrian as well as in Greek mythology. Its literary archetype can also be found in the Book of Genesis as a tree of knowledge of good and evil, as an object symbolizing the fatal offense against the divine command in particular. Considering its style and chronology, the legged bowl from Vítkovce surprisingly has their model or inspiration at the archaeological site in Akden in Turkmenistan (Vladár/Wiedermann 2020, 53; Sarianidi 1976, fig. 6: 1).

A brilliant example of the culminating flows into the North Carpathian environment before the
emergence of tumuli cultures is represented by an amphora found in a cremation grave of the Suciu de Sus culture in Veľké Raškovce (Vizdal 1972, 225). It exemplifies a translation of the epic story of the emerging ancient civilization of Greece into the Carpathian cultural milieu at the turn of the Early and Late Bronze Age. The engraved picture or the funeral scene on the cremation urn from Veľké Raškovce resembles the description of Patroclus’ funeral (Fig. 3), which together with the magnificent funeral ceremonies was perpetuated in Homer’s Iliad.

The vessel from Veľké Raškovce very probably contained cremated remains of an important member of the clan society. Its neck is decorated with stylized war chariots and a part of the cortege accompanying the dead to the place of his eternal rest. Similar scenes with chariots occur also in remote eastern areas, e. g. on rock walls of southern Kazakhstan (Vladár 2009, 146). Other components of decoration are funeral pyre, figures and a spiral – the symbol of life. The cremation scene on the funerary amphora is evidence of the related phenomena.
of ancient Greek society in the superstructure of populations living north of the Mediterranean as well as of mutual contacts between the two territories with different degrees of socio-economic development.

We are looking for the origin of the eastern attributes that appear in the Northwest Inner Carpathians at the turn of the early and younger prehistory in the area of advanced Caucasian and North Pontic civilization centres. Historical development in this context was for the first time anticipated by J. Vladár and J. Lichardus (1996). The Caucasian territory also formed a significant cultural bridge between the civilizations of Near East and Eastern Europe. It was the region of the Caucasus Mountains where the first civilization emerged at the turn of the 3rd and 2nd millennia BC, with which the Early Bronze Age in the North Carpathians should be associated later. In this historical era, new ethnic communities are coming from the North – from the regions above the Black Sea probably – to the territory of northern Greece, which along with autochthons contribute to the genesis to Mycenaean culture and to the development of the oldest ancient/ancient Greek civilization on our continent.

The massive ethnic movements from the East and West that culminated in the middle of the 15th century BC and that formed the historical scene for the tumuli cultures in central Europe seem to be evidenced also by the unique iron artefact – product of metallurgy – that was found in the cult centre in Gánovce near Poprad. The iron implement, dated by radiocarbon analysis to 1465±35 years BC, was originally considered an import from Anatolia controlled by the Hittites at that time. Recent research, however, points to another possible origin. One of the possibilities is its local production according to some bronze models, when a sufficient amount of iron for its production could be obtained in copper metallurgy (Furmánek 2000). Technological knowledge and skills could be imported here from the Eurasian region. In Eastern Europe, iron products at necropiloses of the Yamna culture become more frequent as early as in the 3rd, or at the turn of the 3rd and 2nd millennia. The bimetallic axe from Orenburg, dated to the 3rd millennium, with copper handle and iron working part can be considered a relevant find as well (Vladár/Wiedermann 2017, 248).

Undoubtedly, future research will bring new knowledge about this time of many paradoxes, twists, multi-ethnic movements and intercultural processes at the turn of the early and younger metal ages, clarifying the important role of the Yamna culture people in forming the foundations and further development of European civilization. It will certainly happen also in the territory of Northwest Carpathians, which in that turbulent period did not succumb to more substantial waves of expansion, however, it absorbed many civilizational impulses from the world and retained its autochthonous character until the time of Urnfield cultures.

Archaeology of the third millennium is a syncretic science combining several disciplines from the natural sciences, social sciences and arts. The study is an attempt to analyze as completely as possible the transcultural processes between the Eurasian (especially) and Inner Carpathian worlds in the Eneolithic and the Early Bronze Age. In the field of prehistory, several levels of meaning and interpretation possibilities of this undoubtedly serious phenomenon are pursued. The character, extent and time and space of possible prehistoric mobilities and migration-invasive community movements from the Mediterranean region, but above all from the Eurasian steppe zone to Central Europe are reconstructed on the basis of archaeological sources. Their response is indicated by several attributes and identifiers present in the territory of the Northwest Inner Carpathians, which either directly or their original models are very probably of foreign origin (kurgan, ochre, corded ornament, stone stele, tree of life, houses of the dead, one-edged axes, animal graves, etc.).

The study also presents the authors’ reflections on the topic, especially since the emergence of the Yamna culture oicumene in the area of the Lower Danube – North Tisa river basins. It deals with the interactions of the local and eastern environment, in particular with the share of the foreign component in the visible changes of the local cultural-historical background (emergence of fortified settlements in the Baden culture, formation of hetero-communities as well as later demise of fortified settlement forms in the Early Bronze Age). It explores the nature and content of the initial migration waves from the early trade-exchange mobilities till the more intensive migration or invasion processes and, at the end, the responses of the ancient civilization in the prehistoric intersection of European cultures.
Štúdia sa zaobiera kultúrnymi interakciami eurázijských (predovšetkým) a vnútrokarpatských svetov v neskorej dobe kamenej a staršej doby bronzovej. Prezentuje širšie autorské úvahy k danej téme, najmä v čase od vzniku dolnodunajsko-severopotiskej oikumeny jmenej kultúry. V zornom polí prehistorie zahŕňa širšie bádateľské pole (archeológia, história, antropológia, etnológia, umenveda, či filozofia) a sleduje viaceré významné roviny a interpertáciívne možnosti tohto procesu, predovšetkým na báze archeologických prameňov (archeológia migrácií). Skúma sa charakter, rozsah, ako aj čas a priestor možných prehistorických mobilit a migračno-inváznich pohybov z mediteánskej oblasti, obzvlášť však spoločenstiev z eurázijskej stepnej zóny do centrálnej Európy. Ich prítomnosť na teritóriu severozápadných vnutrokarpatských Karpát signalizujú viaceré atribúty inokrajinného rázu (kurhan, okrové farbivo, šnúrový ornament, kamenné stély, zoomorfná plastika, fytomorfná industria, antické prvky a pod.).

Archeológia migrácií sústreďuje pozornosť na rozrastajúcom množstvu transkultúrnych prvkov, ktoré nemožno jednoznačne priradiť k miestnym severokarpatským komunitám. Naznačujú existenciu zložitých prehistorických sociofénoménov od raných obchodno-výmenných prvkov, ktoré nemožno jednoznačne priradiť k miestnym severokarpatským komunitám. SAHRAV
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